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Executive Summary
Building on Deliverables 6.1 and 6.3, the present Deliverable offers both a methodology and a report for the
continuous legal and ethical monitoring of the EXIT Europe project.
Section 1 explains what has changed in the context of EXIT Europe in the last year; namely, the involvement
of two new operational partners and the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic. Section 2 briefly reviews the
status of the impact assessment against the ARTES requirements. Section 3 develops the methodology of the
monitoring activity, building on the one used in D6.3. Section 4 examines and evaluates the activities carried
out by the Consortium partners. It finishes with a list of lessons learnt and further recommendations.

.
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Introduction
The EXIT Europe project attempts to establish and/or develop local exit programmes across Austria, France,
Italy, Germany, and Slovakia, adopting a multi-agency approach. This method requires all operational partners
composed of exit practitioners to liaise and exchange with security and law enforcement agencies; to
collaborate with health and social services; and to involve formative evaluators. Ultimately, operational
partners are also asked to adopt a cooperative approach, by disseminating their findings within and outside
their community-based network, in order to share their attainments, good practices, mistakes, and failures and
so to replicate or avoid them elsewhere.
The said findings are the output of the exit intervention, where, following successful entrance into the
programme, one practitioner or a diverse team works with one participant for a period of a ½ year-1 ½ years;
whereas further meetings could be held with family members and/or social context individuals. All the
interventions are monitored through formative evaluation and supervision; whilst some of them are also chosen
as case studies to be assessed by external evaluators. Needless to say, in the last year, the Covid-19 pandemic
has affected the performance of exit intervention. In a nutshell, the lockdown emergency measures, which in
order to limit the spread of the infectious disease restrict freedom of movement and impose social distancing,
have demanded exit practitioners to re-conceptualise their work and give it a new online dimension.
Since January 2019, the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (hereinafter: VUB), together with the EXIT Europe
Consortium, has identified and assessed a wide range of risks that the performance of the project poses on
certain participants’ rights and freedoms throughout the exit intervention. These findings are respectively
included in Deliverable 6.1 (hereinafter: D6.1) and Deliverable 6.3 (hereinafter: D6.3). In this Deliverable,
instead, we will provide the legal and ethical monitoring of EXIT Europe, where we will evaluate whether the
advised risk-mitigation system has been implemented and how the EXIT Europe Consortium has changed its
working routine in compliance with the national Covid-19 measures.
More precisely, this document is divided as follows. Section 1 begins with the recent changes relevant to the
EXIT Europe project; namely, the involvement of two new operational partners and the outbreak of the Covid19 pandemic. Section 2 briefly reviews the status of the impact assessment against the ARTES requirements.
Section 3 develops the methodology of the monitoring activity, building on the one used in D6.3. Section 4
examines and assesses the activities carried out by the Consortium partners, based on their answers to the
preliminary questionnaires (Annex I, II, and III). The same section finishes with a list of lessons learnt and
further recommendations.
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1 Recent changes relevant to the EXIT Europe project
As already explained in D6.3, if the project changes in a significant way as to affect the impact on the legal
and ethical principles, as well as the relating risks, the EXIT Europe impact assessment should be revised
(wholly or partially) and performed again1. In the last year (namely, between December 2019 and January
2021), there have not been substantial legislative interventions relevant to EXIT Europe; nevertheless, the
Consortium has welcomed two new operational partners and its activities have been influenced by the outbreak
of the Covid-19 pandemic. It is therefore necessary to better understand these changes and the relating
consequences on the legal and ethical monitoring of the project.
As regards the change of the Consortium composition, the French operational partner ADICE left the EXIT
Europe project on a voluntary basis in March 2020. Yet, the French organisation Dialogue Citoyens has
immediately filled this gap. In September 2020, instead, the Austrian organisation, Neustart, finally and
officially joined the Consortium as civil society representative of the Austrian exit programme meant to carry
out exit interventions as proposed in the project. Because both Consortium partners joined the EXIT Europe
project after the development of the legal and ethical framework, as well as the performance of the EXIT
Europe impact assessment, VUB has developed a mitigation response plan to address this shortcoming and
guarantee the correct implementation of the legal and ethical framework. In doing so, it provided the new
operational partners with all the Deliverables and documents that had been produced so far; it established a
bilateral dialogue to explain its role and solve any potential doubt; it developed a specific preliminary
questionnaire to the legal and ethical monitoring that could also serve as an impact assessment. Considering
the special status of Dialogue Citoyens and Neustart, Subsection 4.1 will specifically examine and assess their
activities.
Before proceeding to the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic, it is still important to stress the nature of the
relationship between Neustart and the Austrian Federal Ministry of the Interior (hereinafter: the Ministry),
given the high risks that could arise from this relationship to the fundamental rights and freedoms of the EXIT
Europe participants. The reasons why Neustart joined the EXIT Europe Consortium are twofold. First, the
Ministry is the EXIT Europe coordinator and believed that both the Consortium and Neustart could benefit
from this involvement in the project, considering also that the project is first and foremost based on the first
Austrian pilot project which involved Neustart too.2 Second, because of this previous involvement, the exit
intervention performed by Neustart was and is grounded on the same principles of the EXIT Europe project
(e.g. civil-society based organisation, cross-extremism approach, voluntary participation of the clients) and its
later engagement could still be supporting and enriching. In a nutshell, based on a contractual agreement with
the Ministry, Neustart is required to carry out a pilot project to set up disengagement and exit work in Austria,
thus serving also as civil-society representative of this operational partner country with the same key objectives
C. Rigotti, A. Weatherburn & P. De Hert, EXIT Europe Project Deliverable 6.3 “Impact Assessment of EXIT Europe
against the ARTES Requirements”, 2020, p. 14
1

2

Call: ISFP-2017-AG-RAD, EXIT Europe, Grant Agreement Number 823675
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and activities in the EXIT Europe project. The Ministry refers possible participants to Neustart, as they could
threaten their own life, health, and/or freedoms, as well as public order. Each referral is the result of a risk
assessment carried out by the responsible security agency before the so-called “Security Police Case
Conferences”; namely, meetings between the Ministry and exit practitioners (including Neustart staff) aimed
to discuss and establish measures to prevent and curb acts of violent extremism. It is the implementation of a
new legal foundation in Austria (§ 22 SPG Abs. 2) which legally enables security agencies to initiate them.
These meetings are also held after the voluntary entrance of these individuals into the exit programmes and
exemplify the multi-agency approach of exit work. In this context, however, both the Ministry and Neustart
are legally obligated to sign a declaration for confidentiality concerning all the personal data of the participants,
enabling data protection to the highest possible standards. As a result, no information about the exit
intervention is shared other than the current situation and assessment of the persons up to further personal
growth; to do so, Neustart opts for a GDPR-friendly traffic light system. Needless to say, participants are
aware of the relationship and following exchange between the Ministry and Neustart.
When it comes to the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic, the majority of the EXIT Europe activities had to
be put on-hold for an indefinite time because the lockdown emergency measures required all the Consortium
partners to do their job remotely. Accordingly, when it comes to the training and coaching of exit practitioners
included in Work Package 2 (hereinafter: WP2), the Consortium has organised a series of webinars, which
also included a session on data protection in exit work held by VUB.3 Nevertheless, working remotely has also
required operational partners to re-conceptualise exit work that started being performed through virtual means
sometimes. This change of setting unavoidably influences the nature of communication, considering that exit
work is first built on the establishment of trust and confidentiality. Besides, this re-conceptualisation of exit
work influence the legal and ethical framework applicable to the EXIT Europe project, as well as the risks
identified in D6.3. As a result, VUB has carefully investigated how the Consortium addressed the Covid-19
pandemic from the data protection perspective and Section 4 will provide a special analysis to this end.

2 Current status of the EXIT Europe impact assessment
In D6.3, the methodology of the impact assessment was developed based on existing best practices and the
ARTES requirements; namely the legal and ethical principles outlined in D6.1 that were designed to implement
the legacy of the European Union in the field of fundamental rights and ethics4. On such premises, the main
stages of the impact assessment were classified and described as follows:

C. Rigotti, “Date Protection in Exit Work”, Webinar Session, in: V. Steinek, EXIT Europe Project Deliverable 1.2
“Project Meeting Report 3”, forthcoming
3

4

ARTES is the acronym for Authenticity (which is linked to the principle of lawfulness); Respect (to share responsibility
of multi-agency work); Truthfulness (to confidentiality); Equity (to fairness and transparency); and Social responsibility
(to acceptability, reintegration and non-discrimination).
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a. The Preparation Stage, where we provided an overview of the project and its potential risks, in order to
later perform the impact assessment. The legal and ethical principles against which the impact
assessment was conducted (namely, the ARTES requirements) were identified in D6.1; whilst its aims
and scope, as well as the roles and responsibilities of the actors performing the procedure (namely, VUB
in collaboration with the whole Consortium) were defined in D6.3;
b. The Execution Stage, where the evaluator (namely, VUB) engaged with the Consortium partners to
understand whether the identified grounds adhere to the project. In doing so, VUB shared a preliminary
questionnaire in order to obtain all the relevant information concerning the exit intervention and the
following evaluation. Later, VUB identified, examined, and assessed the severity and likelihood of risks
concerning the rights and risks of participants as a result of the processing performed in the intervention
and evaluation. The findings of the analysis are included in D6.3, which also provides the Consortium
with a plan for effective responses and final recommendations;
c. The Report and Safeguard Stage, where the sufficient implementation of both the mitigation plans and
the relating recommendations is monitored. This will be the core activity of the Present deliverable.
As already said in D6.3, there is no one-size-fits-all approach to perform an impact assessment. In order
to be effective, the impact assessment must be tailor-made and rooted in the scope of application
(namely, the EXIT Europe project). What follows is therefore a brief account of the methodology
developed in the context of the report and safeguard stage, also known as the legal and ethical
monitoring.

3 Methodology of the EXIT Europe legal and ethical monitoring
The development of the methodology is built on the plan for effective responses and final recommendations
enshrined in D6.3, considering that the ultimate objective of this deliverable is their monitoring and adequate
implementation. In brief, the plan for effective responses and final recommendations enshrined in D6.3 were
the following5:
Risk
Missing or inadequate legal grounds
for processing
Lack of fairness and transparency of
processing
Purpose limitation is not respected
Data minimisation is not ensured
Inaccurate and out-of-date data
Longer data retention
Insecurity of personal data

5

Risk Response Plan

Recommendations

Mitigate

Training exit practitioners
Informed consent form

Mitigate

Informed consent procedure

Accept
Mitigate
Accept
Mitigate
Avoid

Consortium agreement
Data management plane
Consortium agreement
Consortium agreement
Encryption techniques

For further details, see: C. Rigotti, A. Weatherburn & P. De Hert, op. cit., pp. 30-43
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How to respond to data breaches

Mitigate

Inadequate pseudonymisation
Participants cannot exercise their data
subject’s rights

Mitigate

Freedom of expression is violated

Mitigate

Potential participants feel excluded
Participants feel uncomfortable during
exit intervention
Abuse of the principles of necessity
and proportionality
Minors are not considered vulnerable
Participants who are in prison or under
probation are not self-committed

Accept

Necessary sharing only
Staff’s awareness
Unified personal data breach
response and relating reporting
protocol;
New techniques;
Informed consent procedure;
Internal organisational measures;
Trust and confidentiality in exit
programme;
Consortium agreement;

Accept

Consortium agreement;

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

ARTES requirements
enforcement
Special protocol

Mitigate

Special protocol

Lack of professional secrecy

Mitigate

Informed consent procedure;
Trust and confidentiality in exit
programme;

Stigmatisation and discrimination
deriving from the involvement in the
project

Avoid

Special protocol

Social resistance

Mitigate

Cross-border cultural issues
Potential dual use

Accept
Mitigate

Raising social awareness;
Mutual understanding process;
Consortium agreement
Special protocol

In order to monitor, evaluate, and improve the implementation of the Consortium’s plan for effective
responses, VUB has adopted a three-tier approach. First, a direct dialogue has been established between VUB
and each Consortium partner through e-mail communication and/or virtual calls. In doing so, all partners have
been able to share their progresses and doubts, as well as to receive feedbacks and recommendations specific
to their needs. Second, VUB has joined several events organised by the EXIT Europe Consortium, so as to
remind Consortium partners of the legal and ethical framework they were supposed to respect and fulfil,
answer to their possible doubts, and observe their activities. For instance, VUB held a webinar on data
protection in exit work on July 2nd, 2020 in the context of the EXIT Europe webinars mentioned in Section 1.
Moreover, in November 2020, it took part in the series of Evaluation Board Meetings, where the draft of some
case studies was presented by operational partners and special emphasis was also put on the respect of the
informed consent procedure, the use of pseudonymisation techniques, and the relating challenges they have
faced.6 Third, a second preliminary questionnaire, designed by VUB and aimed at obtaining all the relevant
information relating to the exit intervention, the local and external evaluation, and the project coordination was

6

V. Steinek, EXIT Europe Project Deliverable 1.2 “Project Meeting Report 3”, forthcoming
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sent to all Consortium partners (see Annexes I, II, III). The requirements upon which both questionnaires are
based are described in D6.1 and have been re-explained to the partners on several occasions, such as in the
case of the aforementioned webinar. As with the case of D6.3, the questionnaires have been tailor-made,
according to the role played by the Consortium partners and depending on when they have joined the
Consortium. Needless to say, the questions arose from the above-mentioned recommendations. Further
clarifications on the received answers were provided by e-mail, together with the translation of the informed
consent forms. As already said in D6.3, it might be argued that the view of external stakeholders, such as
participants and law enforcement agencies, are not gathered; nevertheless, given their vulnerability and/or the
time-consuming process it would bring about, it is a preferable solution to indirectly convey their perspective
by involving the exit workers who are in close and regular contact with them7.

4 The EXIT Europe legal and ethical monitoring
This section is divided as follows. Subsection 4.1 examines the specific case of Dialogue Citoyens and
Neustart, considering their late engagement with the EXIT Europe project. Subsection 4.2 shifts our focus to
the exit work performed by all the operational partners, the external evaluation, and the project coordination
and posits them in the broad analysis of the legal and ethical framework. Overall, we will assess the risks
related to data protection, ethics, and social acceptability, as well as their responses and implementation. In
doing so, we will build on the answers provided by the Consortium partners to the aforementioned preliminary
questionnaires and will integrate them with the findings of the monitoring activity performed by VUB in the
last year (above).

4.1 The Impact Assessment of Dialogue Citoyens and Neustart
Before reviewing the answers given by Dialogue Citoyens and Neustart, it is necessary to clarify that both
Consortium partners are ‘operational ones’, meaning that they are required to perform exit interventions with
participants, having also the chance to liaise with their family and the pertaining social context. Moreover,
Dialogue Citoyens is developing local case studies that could also be presented in conferences and/or be the
research questions of publications in the future. As a result, both Dialogue Citoyens and Neustart process the
raw personal data directly collected by participants.

4.1.1 Report to the Preliminary Questionnaire
Describe the scope of the processing of personal data:
1. What is the nature of the data? And does it include a special category or criminal offence data?

7

C. Rigotti, A. Weatherburn & P. De Hert, op. cit., p. 16
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Both operational partners process personal data that include any information concerning the
participant’s identity, biography, and social background. Accordingly, sensitive and criminal offence
data will eventually be collected too. As there is no relevance to the EXIT Europe project, none of
them processes genetic or biometric data.
2. Could disclosure of this information put the person in danger? Has it occurred?
Both operational partners that, should personal data be disclosed, participants would be put in danger,
meaning that, for instance, they could be subject to social exclusion. Nevertheless, no disclosure has
occurred so far.
3. Is the data to be collected to be used only for the specified purpose of EXIT Europe?
Whilst Dialogue Citoyens processes personal data for no purpose other than EXIT Europe; Neustart
performs the processing activity based on the contractual agreement with the Ministry and informs its
participants about it (above).
4. Do you plan to continue any exit intervention after the end of EXIT Europe? If yes, how do you plan
to let participants understand that this will occur outside the scope of EXIT Europe?
Dialogue Citoyens does not expect to continue any exit intervention after the end of the EXIT Europe
project, except for one participant. In doing so, however, the exit practitioner has already made it clear
that the exit work will be performed outside of the EXIT Europe context, thereby letting him sign a
new informed consent form. Conversely, Neustart plans to maintain its exit intervention with all the
participants, because of the contractual relationship with the Austrian Federal Ministry of the Interior.
Again, the exit practitioner has already explained to the participants that, after March 31 st 2021, any
session will not be part of the EXIT project anymore.
5. How often do you collect data and how long will you keep those data?
Both operational partners collect data in each session of the exit interventions and will keep them until
the end of the reporting period of the project (ending with the Commission’s approval of the project
report and expected in the course of 2021).
Describe the context of the processing:
1. What is the nature of your relationship with the participants?
Both operational partners professionally offer mentorship and support for participants, who join the
exit intervention on a voluntary basis.
2. How much control of their data do participants have?
Both operational partners agree that, following the informed consent procedure provided by the legal,
ethical and scientific framework, participants are granted full control over their personal data in the
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context of EXIT Europe, as they can effectively exercise all the fundamental rights provided to each
data subject in the GDPR (below).
3. Would participants expect you to use their data in this way?
Again, both operational partners agree upon the participants’ expectations for the data processing,
following the informed consent procedure.
4. How many participants do you expect to involve in the exit intervention?
Whilst Dialogue Citoyens expects four participants; Neustart is mentoring three people.
5. Do participants include children or other vulnerable groups? Please, specify.
Both operational partners work with vulnerable individuals, such as people in prison and under
probation. Neustart, though, is the only one involving minors.
6. What geographical area does the collection of data cover?
Whilst Dialogue Citoyens performs exit intervention throughout France; Neustart’ s exit work is
limited to some Federal States of Austria, namely Vienna, Lower Austria, Upper Austria and Styria.
7. Are there prior concerns over this type of processing or security flaws?
Both operational partners are used to processing personal data in the context of exit work and no
security flaws have so far been reported.
8. Are there any current issues of public concern that you should factor in?
According to the operational partners, there are not.
9. What is the current state of technology in the area of exit work?
None of them use technology designed in the context of exit work. Accordingly, they resort to ordinary
software that is GDPR-friendly, in order to take and collect notes from each session, draft case studies,
communicate by email with members within the organisation, the local network, the Consortium,
etcetera.
Describe the processing of personal data:
1. Do you carry out the processing operations by yourself? Or do you make use of the services of a
processor, such as a sub-contractor, that will do it (wholly or partially) for you?
Both operational partners process data by themselves.
2. What is the source of the data?
Whilst Dialogue Citoyens obtains all the personal data directly from the participant, who is the one
getting in contact with the organisation; the Ministry refers the first data (concerning, for instance,
the contact details of potential participants) to Neustart (above).
EXIT Europe
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3. How do you collect, store, use and delete the data?
After the (self-)referral, all the data are directly collected from the participants during the exit
intervention. They are stored as pseudonymised reports on the organisation’s servers through specific
folders inaccessible to third parties. Whilst Dialogue Citoyens has no special procedure to delete the
data; Neustart resorts to “Doku”, namely a software that was specifically developed for its
organisation.
4. Do you share the data amongst colleagues and/or with other Consortium partners and/or with third
parties (e.g. healthcare and social workers, law enforcement agencies, family members)? If yes, under
which circumstances?
The participant’s personal data are shared within the organisation of the operational partner and the
EXIT Europe Consortium, once they are pseudonymised. Yet, Neustart also shares some information
about the personal growth of the participant with the Ministry through a traffic light system (above).
Describe compliance and proportionality measures of the processing:
1. How do you inform the participant about the intended data processing operations? In other words,
how do you present the informed consent form, as well as the legal and ethical framework applicable
to EXIT Europe? And, please, describe the methods that you use to guarantee the participant’s consent
was ‘informed’, ‘specific’ and ‘freely given’, having special regard whenever minors and special
categories of data are involved. Also specify what has changed after the outbreak of the Covid-19
pandemic and whether there have been cases when the consent was denied or withdrawn, please.
Following the informed consent procedure agreed within the Consortium, all the required information
is provided orally during the first introductory meetings; later, once mutual trust is achieved, the EXIT
Europe informed consent form is given to each participant to be signed. Whilst Neustart does not
indicate any problem in following this procedure; Dialogue Citoyens explains that the Covid-19
measures and the online setting have made the establishment of a relationship based on trust and
confidentiality more difficult, with the consequence that some participants have ended up refusing to
give their consent.
2. How do you help to support the participant’s right of access, having also regard to a possible language
barrier?
Both operational partners agree that the relationship of trust ensures the effectiveness of the right of
access. As regards the language barrier, they stress that all the notes reports are done in national
languages; whilst Neustart gives also the chance to read the informed consent form with a trusted
person.
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3. How do you help to support the participant’s right to rectification? More specifically, is there a policy
or procedure in place to correct data that have already been shared with partners or to notify partners
about updates?
Whilst Dialogue Citoyens believes that rectifications will be “spontaneously” made throughout the
exit intervention project; Neustart maintains that all the necessary information to claim for data
rectification is included in the informed consent form.
4. How do you help to support the participant’s rights to erasure; data portability; object; restriction of
processing; lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority and/or a judicial body?
Both operational partners agree that all the information to exercise the data subject’s rights are
included in the informed consent form. Dialogue Citoyens also clarifies that, whenever a participant
ends up being missed, they automatically proceed with the erasure of all the information concerning
him.
5. How do you ensure data minimisation, thereby limiting the data processing to what was necessary for
a successful exit intervention?
Both operational partners attempt to foster the principle of data minimisation, by collecting data
according to the specific circumstances of the case and the EXIT Europe purpose.
6. Are the processed data adequate, up-to-date, and relevant? Is it necessary to keep all of the data that
is being processed?
According to both operational partners, it is up to the team of exit practitioners involved in the EXIT
Europe project to decide whether the data are relevant and adequate. As regards their up-to-date
nature, they should satisfy this requirement, considering that they are directly collected from the
participant who has access to both the report and the notes.
7. Do you have a record of all the processing activities? If yes, how do you keep it? Who is in charge?
Both operational partners keep a record of the processing activity on their servers. In both
organisation, the local coordinator of EXIT Europe is legally responsible. Neustart also highlights
that they have internal IT support.
8. Are you signed up for any approved code of conduct or certification scheme? Please, specify.
None of the operational partners has signed up to any approved code of conduct.
9. Is training given to all staff on good data protection practices?
In addition to the provision of the documentation made by VUB (e.g. D6.1 and 3, informed consent
form), Dialogue Citoyens was trained during the webinar on data protection and exit intervention;
Neustart, instead, provides its staff with specific training on the GDPR.
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10. Is there a clear distribution of responsibilities and a clear outline of competences in matters of data
processing in your organisation? For instance, is there a designated data protection officer? Please,
specify also whether something has changed in the last year and/or the outbreak of the Covid-19
outbreak.
Dialogue Citoyens has no data protection officer and attributes any legal responsibility to the
‘directive committee’ of the organisation; whilst Neustart is provided with a data protection officer.
Both operational partners do not indicate any relevant change due to the Covid-19 outbreak.
11. Do you hold an in-house system allowing you to keep track, for instance, logs, of both authorised and
unauthorised access to personal data? Please, specify.
Dialogue Citoyens has no in-house system. By contrast, the IT department of Neustart can record and
monitor access to the documentation system at any time. The system is an SSO login to the SQL
database. A log-in model takes place via a web application, resulting in an access protocol,
authorisation system, and role model.
12. Which means of internal and external communication do you use? In the case of email, are they
encrypted? If yes, what kind of encryption is used?
Dialogue Citoyens use non-encrypted e-mail services, file storage, and phone numbers. Conversely,
Neustart uses encrypted e-mails. When it comes to smartphones, though, all the stored information
must be pseudonymised and the e-mail cannot be synchronised. The participant’s specific consent is
asked to contact him by phone.
13. How do you pseudonymise data?
Although none of the operational partners follows a detailed procedure on data pseudonymisation,
they agree on pseudonyms during each session so that raw data will never be used when drafting the
report and/or communicating with people other than the tandem of exit practitioners.
14. Is there a risk of a personal data breach? If yes, what preventive measures are in place? Do you have
a “personal data breach response plan” and/or a “reporting protocol”? In case a personal data breach
occurred, please explain how you have managed the situation.
Dialogue Citoyens does not have a personal data breach response plan, because it does not see any
risk of personal data breaches. Neustart, instead, has a GDPR-friendly protocol, although, it was
argued, its employees are the only one having access to the documentation system.
15. Do you also plan to transfer data to third countries (i.e. outside the EEA)? If yes, does the non-EEA
country provide adequate protection? If yes, on which legal ground?
There will be no transfer of data to third countries.
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Describe how to address additional ethical concerns:
1. Is there equality in access for potential participants? Please, explain how get can get access to and be
involved in the programme. In addition, please, explain whether and how this process has changed
after the outbreak of the Covid-10 pandemic.
Generally, none of the operational partners gives priority to a certain category of individuals.
Nevertheless, Neustart stresses that the target of participants follows the referral procedure within the
Security Police Case Conferences (above).
2. How do the interaction with adult and minor participants differ?
This question does not apply to Dialogue Citoyens, which does not work with minors in the context of
violent extremism. Conversely, Neustart staff is trained in working with underage individuals because
of their background in social work.
3. In the case of minors, to what extent is the legal representative involved in the intervention? Has the
minor been aware of such participation? Please, specify.
Because the minors involved in the exit intervention are already able to form their own views and
convey them, Neustart does not involve the legal representative.
4. In the case of adults, have family members been involved in the intervention? Has the participant
agreed? Have the family members become ‘indirect participants’ too, thereby signing an informed
consent form? Please, specify.
Whilst both operational partners ask for both the participant’s agreement and the family member’s
informed consent, Dialogue Citoyens sometimes provides family counselling which lasts for more
than the exit intervention.
5. In the case of participants who are in prison or under probation, how do you assess their free selfcommitment? Has their involvement in EXIT Europe been part of their probation? Has the public
prosecutor or any other actor been involved? Please, explain carefully.
Both operational partners stress that the involvement in EXIT Europe is voluntary and based on a
relationship of trust. Neustart also highlights that its staff simply work with people under probation
whose participation does not affect their probation period in any way.
6. In the case of participants who are in prison or under probation, how do you combine the required
multi-agency cooperation with professional secrecy?
Both operational partners are bound by professional secrecy; as a result, they first ask for the
participant’s consent before sharing any information with third parties.
7. Where does the exit intervention take place? How is it meant to let the participant feel comfortable?
Please, specify what has changed after the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic.
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Dialogue Citoyens performs exit intervention anywhere participants might feel comfortable, such as
brasseries and their homes. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, however, the majority of sessions took
place through Skype or telephone meetings. By contrast, Neustart has always carried out exit work in
its premises, despite the lockdown emergency measures and in compliance with social distancing.
8. Do you ensure gender equality in the relationship between the exit workers and the participant? Please,
explain how and to what extent.
Both operational partners guarantee gender equality.
9. On which grounds is the participant entrusted to the tandem of exit workers? Is such attribution
changeable?
In both organisations, every attribution of the exit workers tandem is changeable following the specific
circumstances. There is no protocol, however, when it comes to the assignment of an exit intervention
to a specific tandem.
10. Does the tandem of exit workers explain the implications and limits of professional secrecy? If yes,
how and to what extent?
Both operational partners follow the informed consent procedure. As a result, the tandem of exit
workers explains the implications and limits of professional secrecy to the participant during the first
sessions.
11. How do you address possible discomfort and harm, considering the risk of flashbacks of traumatic or
burdening personal experience? Please, also explain any episode that has occurred.
Dialogue Citoyens does not have any procedure. As regards Neustart, its staff is trained in working
with people who have experienced trauma in their life. In any case, their protocol requires the
involvement of other colleagues and/or external support services.
12. How do you address possible stigmatisation and discrimination deriving from the exit intervention?
Please, also explain any episode that has occurred.
Both operational partners believe that confidentiality is the key to preventing possible stigmatisation
and discrimination. Dialogue Citoyens also resorted to artwork in order to re-conceptualise exit work.
13. To what extent is the participant’s freedom of expression respected? In other words, how do you
understand when the extremist speech is (even potentially) so harmful, and its worth so reduced, that
it should be lawfully restricted?
Dialogue Citoyens reports that one participant dropped out of the exit intervention after being
questioned with regard to his previous behaviours. The reason behind this withdrawal seems to derive
from the “overly restrictive attitude” of the organisation recognising to be too much focused on filling
in the entrance template provided by the EXIT Europe Consortium, rather than on establishing a
trustworthy relationship. Neustart, instead, follows special security guidelines, a catalog of criteria for
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threat management, and the use of VERA-2R (namely, a guiding document for violence risk
assessment which is recognised and used across the European Union as good practice)8.
14. Who can benefit from the exit intervention?
Both operational partners agree that the society as a whole (including the participant and his/her
family) benefits from the exit intervention.
15. Is the local exit programme acceptable in the eyes of society? How have you built such acceptability?
Due to the continuous terrorist outbreaks occurring in France, Dialogue Citoyens problematises the
social acceptability of exit intervention. It does not attempt to build it though. Conversely, Neustart
agrees on the social acceptability of its work, whose content has been disseminated both in specialist
circles and in newspapers.
16. Does the local exit programme have a dual use? Please, explain to what extent.
Both operational partners agree that there is no dual use.

4.1.2 Risks related to Data Protection and other responses
This subsection outlines the main risks arising from the legal and ethical framework applicable to EXIT Europe
(D6.1). For the sake of consistency, it will follow the structure used in D6.3 and is based on answers previously
given by Dialogue Citoyens and Neustart.
Missing or inadequate legal ground of data processing: the operational partners process data based on the
participant’s consent that, though, could be not freely given and/or informed:


Probability: Rather unlikely  both of them attempt to satisfy the ARTES requirements and so should
provide participants with clear and understandable information without undue pressure. In this context,
operational partners follow the informed consent procedure that is twofold: in the introductory
sessions, all the information are provided orally to build a relationship based on trust; later, the
participant is invited to sign the informed consent form (either for adults or minors);



Impact: Non-compliant  Processing of personal data cannot be regarded as lawful without a legal
ground;



Significance: High  Participant’s consent must be given under any circumstances; otherwise, in
addition to the lack of compliance with the GDPR, their agency as vulnerable individuals would be
undermined.

Risk response plan type: Mitigate (measures already taken)

8

For further information see: E. Pressman, N. Duits, T. Rinne & J. Flockton, Violent Extremism Risk Assessment, version
2-revised (VERA-2R), https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/node/11702_en, 2016 [last access: 26.02.2021]
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Risk response plan: A tailor-made and GDPR-friendly informed consent form for adult and minor participants
have been given to be signed. Furthermore, operational partners have been trained to explain its content, while
building trust and confidence in the introductory sessions. Finally, Dialogue Citoyens has already shown that
it is willing to refrain from writing the case study, when a participant is missing and no written consent has
ever been given.
Lack of fairness and transparency of processing: participants do not know what information has been
collected about them, the purpose of its usage, who can access and use it, how to gain access to information
collected about them, and how to control who has access to it:


Probability: Very unlikely  From the beginning of the project, the aforementioned informed consent
procedure has been developed, explained, and trained amongst the Consortium. In addition, the
relating form was approved by the VUB Ethical Committee for Human Sciences;



Weight: Non-compliant  Processing of personal data that are unfair and/or not transparent violates
Art. 5.1(a) GDPR;



Significance: High  The processing must be fair and transparent under any circumstances; otherwise,
in addition to the lack of compliance with the GDPR, their agency as vulnerable individuals would be
undermined.

Risk response plan type: Mitigate (measures already taken).
Risk response plan: both operational partners follow the informed consent procedure, based on clear and
understandable communication in the participant’s mother tongue; Neustart also allows the involvement of a
‘trustworthy person’ appointed by the participant to help him/her understand. Besides, the EXIT Europe
website includes a detailed explanation of the project that is always available.
Purpose limitation is not respected, whenever the data processing is carried out for purposes that exceed
EXIT Europe:


Probability: Rather likely  Whilst both operational partners agree on the purpose of EXIT Europe,
Neustart also processes personal data in the context of the contractual obligation with the Ministry.
Besides, both of them consider the chance to continue the exit intervention after the end of the project;



Weight: Non-compliant  Processing of personal data that does not satisfy the principle of purpose
limitation violates Art. 5.1(b) GDPR;



Significance: Low  All personal data are directly collected from participants, on grounds of their
informed consent.

Risk response plan type: Mitigate (measures already taken)
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Risk response plan: Both operational partners have already made it clear that they will explain to participants
that, after March 31st 2021, the exit work will be performed outside of the EXIT Europe context and will let
them sign a new informed consent form.
Data minimisation is not ensured, supposed that operational partners process personal data that are not
absolutely necessary for the purposes EXIT Europe aims to reach:


Probability: Reasonably possible  Both operational partners were quite unclear in identifying which
kind of data they need to collect for the purpose of EXIT Europe. Such lack of clarity can be justified
due to the tailor-made approach that each exit intervention requires, also considering that each
participant has a different biography and background;



Weight: Non-compliant  Processing of personal data that does not satisfy the principle of data
minimisation violates Art. 5.1(c) GDPR;



Significance: Moderate  All personal data are directly collected from participants, based on their
informed consent. Nevertheless, the processing of more data than required could increase the privacy
and security risks.

Risk response plan type: Mitigate
Risk response plan: both operational partners should better foresee which data are necessary to achieve the
EXIT Europe legitimate aim in terms of content and means. As already said in D6.3, the provision of guidelines
to this end could be regarded as a best practice to follow.
Collected data are not accurate and, where required, up to date for the purposes of EXIT Europe:


Probability: Rather unlikely  All the data are directly collected from participants during the exit
intervention. It is therefore rather unlikely that they are not accurate and up-to-date, taking also into
account that participants know that they can exercise their right to rectification;



Weight: Non-compliant  Processing of personal data that do not satisfy the principle of accuracy
violates Art. 5.1(d) GDPR;



Significance: Low  All personal data are directly collected from participants based on their informed
consent and with the chance to exercise their right to rectification.

Risk response plan type: Accept
Risk response plan: So far, participants are in the condition to have their data accurate and up to date. The
instant risk is thus considered acceptable.
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Personal data are retained for longer than necessary:


Probability: Rather unlikely  As also reported in the informed consent forms, the Consortium agrees
to keep the data until the end of the reporting period of the project (ending with the Commission’s
approval of the project report and expected in December 2021);



Weight: Non-compliant  Personal data should be stored as long as it is necessary to achieve the
purposes of EXIT Europe, following Art. 5.1(e) GDPR;



Significance: Low  Participants are informed by means of the informed consent forms that all
personal data would be deleted after the end of the project.

Risk response plan type: Mitigate (measures already taken)
Risk response plan: Both operational partners must continue to ensure that personal data will be deleted after
the end of the project. If they plan to continue the exit intervention, they must make it clear that the data
processing will occur outside the context of EXIT Europe and a new informed consent form must be provided.
Both Dialogue Citoyens and Neustart have agreed on this point (above).
Security of personal data is not ensured effectively, whenever technical and organisational measures to
protect storage, transmission, and access of data within the Consortium partner’s organisation might not be
sufficient:


Probability: Reasonably possible  Both operational partners have been informed of various measures
taken to ensure that data are stored in a secure manner; nevertheless, the setting is jeopardised. Whilst
Neustart is endowed with an in-house IT system, strict rules concerning the storage of personal data,
encrypted e-mails, and a data protection officer; Dialogue Citoyens just resorts to access codes for the
computers and appoints the directive committee of the organisation as the one having legal
responsibility;



Weight: Non-compliant  personal data must be processed in a manner that ensures appropriate
security, by being in compliance with Art. 5.1(f) and 32 GDPR;



Significance: High  In case of security breaches, participants’ personal data may be accessed by
unauthorised third parties.

Risk response plan type: Avoid
Risk response plan: Both operational partners must ensure that participants’ personal data are safely stored.
Encryption techniques should be used to enhance security and access to such information should be granted
on a need-to-know basis, without any unnecessary sharing. Further security protocols should be developed. A
data protection officer should be appointed.
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Lack of preventive measures and/or reporting protocols to efficiently react to personal data breaches:


Probability: Reasonably possible  Dialogue Citoyens has no preventive measures and/or reporting
protocols to this end, given also the lack of precedence. Instead, Neustart follows a GDPR-friendly
internal procedure;



Weight: Non-compliant  Personal data must be processed in a manner that ensures appropriate
security, by being in compliance with Art. 5.1(f), 32 and ff. GDPR;



Significance: High  Unified (or at least similar) preventive measures and reporting protocols should
be developed and followed to avoid such risk and the following breach of the participants’ fundamental
rights and freedoms.

Risk response plan type: Mitigate
Risk response plan: A unified personal data breach response plan and relating reporting protocols should be
developed.
Chance to re-identify participants from report sessions and case-studies due to inaccurate
psuedonymisation:


Probability: Rather unlikely  D6.1, Annex II to D1.1, Chapter 2 of the Training Manual, and the
exit training relating to WP2 have developed a strong framework able to train operational partners to
pseudonymise personal data. Furthermore, both the scientific coordinator and VUB are in charge of
double-checking its correct implementation in the context of the external evaluation (WP5).



Weight: Non-compliant  Although pseudonymisation is not an explicit requirement for data
processing under the GDPR, it strongly contributes to reaching an adequate level of security and the
EXIT Europe Consortium agrees to resort to it;



Significance: High  The re-identification of participants might put them at risk of retaliation,
stigmatisation, and discrimination.

Risk response plan type: Mitigate
Risk response plan: Operational partners should improve and show their awareness of pesudonymisation
techniques, by perhaps establishing unified protocols within their organisation. In addition, they should prove
that the re-identification key is safely stored.
Participants cannot exercise their rights because they do not understand their rights and do not know how
to exercise them if they wish to do so:


Probability: Very unlikely  Starting from the introductory sessions, participants are given all the
information pertaining to the exercise of their rights. Besides, as regards the potential language barrier,
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all reports are done in national languages; whilst there is the chance to eventually translate the case
studies from English.


Weight: Non-compliant  Data subject’s rights are prescribed by Chapter III of the GDPR;
accordingly, participants must be able to exercise them;



Significance: high  In addition to the non-compliance with the GDPR, such risk could severely
undermine the participants’ agency, as a way to participate in the processing of his/her personal data.

Risk response plan type: Mitigate (measures already taken)
Risk response plan: Following the informed consent procedure and some existing internal organisational
measures, operational partners must continue to ensure that participants are well informed of their rights and
have the means to exercise them.
Participants’ freedom of expression is not fulfilled:


Probability: Very unlikely  No operational partner has shown the intention to restrict the
participant’s freedom of expression. Dialogue Citoyens also shared its lessons learnt;



Weight: Moderate  Because radicalisation is often built on extremist ideologies, the participant’s
freedom of expression could be at risk. Yet, operational partners have expertise in respecting free
speech through communicative skills and relationships of trust;



Significance: Moderate  Considering that freedom of expression is fundamental, any potential
restriction should be minimised.

Risk response plan type: Mitigate (measures already taken)
Risk response plan: Building on trust and confidentiality, operational partners must continue to guarantee that
participants’ freedom of expression is respected and fulfilled. Dialogue Citoyens has already changed its
approach.
Potential participants might feel excluded:


Probability: Very unlikely  None of the two operational partners gives priority or preference;
nevertheless, the target of participants follows the referral procedure and can therefore be perceived
as being limited to certain groups of individuals;



Weight: Low  Individuals who can perceive themselves as different from a supposed target group
could feel excluded; yet, both operational partners have an inclusive attitude;



Significance: Low  Possibility of exclusion should be minimised, having special regard to the
advertisement of the local exit intervention and the creation of the local community network.

Risk response plan type: Accept
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Risk response plan: Because this risk is very unlikely to occur, it is acceptable and both operational partners
should continue performing their tasks without any change.
Participants are uncomfortable during the exit intervention due to, for instance, the premises and/or the
tandem of exit workers:


Probability: Very unlikely  Exit workers have been trained to build a relationship based on
confidence and trust, so that they should be able to let the participants feel at ease. Besides, Dialogue
Citoyens allows the participant to decide the place of intervention; whilst, both operational partners
consider the attribution of the tandem changeable, if required;



Weight: Low  Participants are informed of all these possibilities during the introductory sessions;



Significance: Low  Participants might feel uncomfortable; yet, they still have the chance to withdraw
their consent at any time, without negative consequences.

Risk response plan type: Accept
Risk response plan: Particular efforts will be made to inform all participants about measures meant to let them
feel comfortable; the remaining risk is therefore acceptable.
Abuse of the principle of necessity and proportionality during the project, with special regard to privacy
and freedom of expression:


Probability: Very unlikely  Both operational partners seek to comply with the ARTES requirements,
whereas all the Consortium partners have some experience in the field of exit intervention or similar
to it;



Weight: High  An inaccurate performance of exit intervention would undermine fundamental rights
and freedoms of participants in a disproportionate or unnecessary way;



Significance: Moderate  Fundamental rights and freedoms should be protected and fulfilled, by
mapping the widest range of possible scenarios.

Risk response plan type: Mitigate
Risk response plan: Both operational partners respect and fulfil the ARTES requirements throughout the
project; besides, their activities have been overviewed regularly.
Minors are not considered vulnerable and thereby in need of special treatment:


Probability: Very unlikely  Both operational partners have shown awareness of the minors’
vulnerable conditions, by, for example, providing a specific informed consent form. The role played
by legal representatives is also known and simultaneous family counselling is sometimes provided;
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Weight: High  Minors are recognised as a vulnerable group that requires special attention, with
special regard to the informed consent;



Significance: Low  Neustart staff has specifically been trained to work with minors in light of their
vulnerability; whilst Dialogue Citoyens does not work with underage individuals.

Risk response plan type: Acceptable
Risk response plan: Given the specialised training, the awareness, and the measures in force, the remaining
risk is acceptable.
Participants who are in prison or under probation are not self-committed:


Probability: Rather unlikely  Both operational partners resort to a methodological key in building
and strengthening the participant’s self-commitment, while also outlining the right to withdraw
consent at any time without negative consequences. Furthermore, participants are aware that the multiagency cooperation is subject to professional secrecy (within the limits provided by law) and no
personal data are therefore exchanged without their consent. Finally, the involvement in EXIT Europe
does not affect their detention or probation period;



Weight: High  Whenever consent is not freely given, the data processing is unlawful;



Significance: Low  Participants are informed of all these possibilities during the introductory
sessions.

Risk response plan type: Accept
Risk response plan: Particular efforts will be made to ensure the participant’s self-commitment. Nevertheless,
considering the long-established experience of the operational partners and the measures in force, the
remaining risk is acceptable.
Lack of professional secrecy, with special regard to the multi-agency cooperation:


Probability: Rather unlikely  Both operational partners have been trained with regard to professional
secrecy, from both an ethical and legal perspective. In this context, specific sections are included in
D6.1 and in the Training Manual to understand its contents, limits, and ways of been conveyed; whilst
the aforementioned webinar also addressed this topic;



Weight: High  Professional secrecy is one of the cornerstones in building a relationship based on
trust and confidence and, therefore, in obtaining the participant’s free consent;



Significance: Low  All operational partners have experience in this field and have additionally been
trained in the context of EXIT Europe.

Risk response plan type: Mitigate (measures already taken)
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Risk response plan: Both operational partners should continue to ensure the respect, fulfilment, and explanation
of professional secrecy, while obtaining the participant’s consent. Due to the contractual relationship with the
Ministry and the relating risks that could arise, Neustart must continue to adopt a GDPR-friendly approach,
such as the traffic light system.
Stigmatisation and discrimination deriving from the involvement in the project:


Probability: Rather unlikely  Both operational partners have been trained to respect the participant’s
right to privacy and data protection, in order to avoid stigmatisation and discrimination deriving from
the involvement in the exit intervention.



Weight: High  Participants are mainly vulnerable people that are seeking to distance and reengage
themselves; accordingly, the risk of being stigmatised and discriminated by the society is high;



Significance: Moderate  All operational partners are implementing the legal and ethical framework
(D6.1) in order to protect participants against potential stigmatisation and discrimination.
Nevertheless, protocols to react to the occurrence of this risk are still missed.

Risk response plan type: Avoid
Risk response plan: All operational partners should develop ad hoc preventive and posterior measures able to
address the risk of stigmatisation and discrimination.
Social resistance, as the possible rejection of the project by (part of) society:


Probability: Rather likely  Whilst Neustart agrees with the social acceptability of the local exit
intervention; Dialogue Citoyens stresses the negative attitude of public opinion towards exit
intervention due to the continuous terrorist outbreaks occurring in France;



Weight: Moderate  Social acceptance in human rights-based societies are fundamental and cannot
be totally disregarded;



Significance: High  One of the operational partners has not put effort into building social
acceptability. The misunderstanding of exit intervention could have detrimental effects on the project
as a whole.

Risk response plan type: Mitigate
Risk response plan: In addition to the case studies of WP4 and the dissemination of WP7, both operational
partners should (continue to) fulfil and convey the ARTES requirements, including social acceptability,
throughout the project. Supposed that social resistance persists, a relating dialogue to establish mutual
understanding should be established.
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Cross-border cultural issues, following divergent perception of the ethical dimension:


Probability: Very unlikely  As the harmonised legal framework affect ethical norms, the difference
between countries should also decrease. Moreover, both operational partners are rooted in the
countries where the exit intervention is carried out; consequently, they are aware of domestic
peculiarities to address.



Weight: Low  Minor ethical differences could practically be an obstacle to the project;



Significance: Low  Because the exit intervention is performed within the European Union and both
operational partners are aware of the domestic peculiarities they might face, the expected risk is low.

Risk response plan type: Accept
Risk response plan: Both operational partners should always consider potential differences between ethics
across the operational countries, in order to simultaneously address it.
Potential dual use of the local exit programmes:


Probability: Very unlikely  According to both operational partners, there is no dual use in the
development of a methodology meant to eradicate violent extremism. In June-July 2019, the VUB
Ethics Committee Dual Technologies, Military Research & Misuse raised some concerns with regard
to the involvement of the Ministry; this concern, however, has already been addressed through a
mutual understanding and the following compromise, such as the exclusion of the Ministry from any
access to raw data;



Weight: Low  Dual use could have detrimental effects on participants, in terms of potential
prosecution;



Significance: Low  Operational partners do neither conceive, nor foresee any dual use.

Risk response plan type: Mitigate (measures already taken)
Risk response plan: The Consortium should continue to develop the local exit programmes for civil use only.

4.2 The legal and ethical review of the EXIT Europe Consortium
Before reviewing the answers given by the Consortium partners, two clarifications are required. First, it is
necessary to remind the reader of the role played by partners in the flow of personal data of participants within
EXIT Europe. As already said in the previous subsection, operational partners are required to perform exit
interventions with participants, to potentially liaise with their family and the pertaining social context, and to
work in a multi-agency scenario; besides, they are expected to develop local case studies and hold relating
conferences. Accordingly, operational partners process the raw personal data directly collected by participants.
As provided in WP5, the external evaluators (Österreichisches Institut fur Internationale Politik), together with
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the scientific coordinator (Cultures Interactive E.V., subcontracted by Bundesministerium für Inneres for this
project), assess the said case studies, in order to later identify best practices and give recommendations in the
context of EXIT Europe. As a result, these partners have only access to the pseudonymised data provided by
the operational ones. Similarly, by being responsible for efficient management of the project and individual
activities, the project coordinator (Bundesministerium für Inneres alias the Ministry) does not have access to
any raw data and is mostly required to do the final check of each deliverable where no personal information is
reported. Second, we would like to inform the reader that the following analysis will also include and examine
the answers provided by Dialogue Citoyens and Neustart in order to provide a complete overview of the legal
and ethical monitoring of EXIT Europe. In order to avoid repetitions, however, we will refer to the previous
Subsection, when these operational partners provided a different answer as compared to the rest of the
Consortium.

4.2.1 Report to the Preliminary Questionnaire
Describe the scope of the processing of personal data:
1. Which kind of personal information have you processed so far? Does it include a special category or
criminal offence data?
First, operational partners process personal and sensitive data relating to the participant’s identity,
biography, and social background, including also information about family members and social
context individuals. Biometric and genetic data, instead, are excluded from the processing as they are
not useful for the purpose of EXIT Europe.
Second, the external evaluators and the scientific coordinator process pseudonymised data included in
the case studies and collected during the interviews concerning the operational partners’ activities
(WP5).
The project coordinator accesses pseudonymised data provided in the case studies before submitting
the Deliverable to the European Commission. In this context, it is important to emphasise that the
Austrian case studies will not be written, and no data will be processed for this purpose, thereby
avoiding any risk for the Austrian participants. The only raw data the project coordinator processes
are the contact information of each Consortium member and external actors who have been involved
in the project (e.g. exit trainers and subcontractors) that, however, are aware of their use in the context
of the monitoring and documenting of the EXIT Europe project for the European Commission.
2. [Operational partners only] Could disclosure of this information put the person in danger? Has it
occurred?
The Consortium maintains that, should personal data be disclosed, participants would be put in danger.
More precisely, acts of retaliation could be committed by the extremist organisation they might be
affiliated with and/or participants could be subject to stigmatisation and discrimination in the local
community and on the job market.
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So far, no disclosure of information has occurred with the consequence of putting the participant at
risk.
3. Is the data to be collected to be used only for a specified purpose?
All the Consortium partners agree that all the data will be processed for the sole purpose of EXIT
Europe. When it comes to Neustart see above. In addition, one of the operational partners continues
to use the number of participants, the age range, and the intervention period inherent to EXIT Europe
in order to provide statistical information to funders of their existing structural funding sources.
4. [Operational partners only] Do you plan to continue any exit intervention after the end of EXIT
Europe? If yes, how do you plan to let participants understand that this will occur outside the scope of
EXIT Europe?
All the operational partners plan to continue the exit intervention. It is a matter of social responsibility,
it is argued. Nevertheless, they still intend to make it clear that the data processing will occur outside
the context of EXIT Europe and will provide a new informed consent form.
5. How much data have you collected and used? How often have you collected data?
Operational partners collect data during each session and the same information is processed by the
scientific evaluators and coordinator. The project coordinator, instead, collects personal data every
time there is an EXIT Europe activity to support with documentary evidence before the European
Commission. The amount of collected data varies according to the organisation.
6. How long will you keep those data?
All the Consortium partners agree that all the data will be deleted at the end of the reporting period of
the project (ending with the European Commission’s approval of the project report and expected in
December 2021).

Describe the context of the processing:
1. [Operational partners only] How much control of their data have you given to participants?
All the operational partners maintain that each participant has been expressly informed about his/her
data subject’s rights and, more specifically, about the chance to access the notes and reports concerning
him/her. One operational partner also explains that its practitioners take note by means of a clipboard
in order to facilitate the reading and understanding. Nevertheless, no participant has so far asked to
review his/her personal data.
2. [Operational partners only] Were participants expecting you to use their data in this way?
All the participants were explicitly and repeatedly informed about the data processing in the context
of EXIT Europe during the first introductory sessions and in compliance with the informed consent
procedure (above).
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3. [Operational partners only] How many participants have been involved in your exit intervention?
The number of participants depends on the organisation. In brief:
i. 3 individuals + 2 high school classes;
ii. 3 individuals + 12 high school students;
iii. 5 individuals + 16 high school students;
iv. 4 individuals;
v. 3 individuals.
4. [Operational partners only] Do participants include children or other vulnerable groups?
Some operational partners work with minors and people (sometimes also underage) under probation
or in prison.
5. [Operational partners only] What geographical area does the collection of data cover?
The covered geographical areas are the following: Thuringia and Berlin Neukölln (Germany),
Piedmont (Italy), some Federal States of Austria (namely Vienna, Lower Austria, Upper Austria, and
Styria), and the whole territories of Slovakia and France.
6. Have there been any security flaws?
No security flaw has been reported.
7. [Operational partners only] Have you used any technological means, while processing the data?
All the operational partners use standard IT technology, such as MS Office applications and the
internet.

Describe the processing of personal data:
1. [Operational partners only] Have you carried out the processing operations by yourself? Of do you
make use of the services of a processor, such as a sub-contractor, that will do it (wholly or partially)
for you?
No operational partner has hired a processor.
2. What is the source of the data?
Generally, first data (concerning, for instance, the name, the age, some contact details) are referred by
third parties within the local network to the operational partners; later, all the other data are directly
collected by the participant during the exit intervention. Cases of self-referrals are likely to occur too,
given the reputation of the operational organisations in this field.
When it comes to the external evaluators and the scientific coordinator, they obtain the pseudonymised
data included in the exit practitioners’ interviews, notes, reports, and case studies directly from
operational partners.
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Finally, the project coordinator obtains the pseudonymised data included in the case studies directly
from the operational partners, after the scientific coordinator double-checked the accuracy of
pseudonymisation, and the raw data of Consortium partners and other external actors who have been
involved in the project (above) directly from them or who is in responsible for the project activity.
Both sharing occurs by e-mail or via the community platform of the project.
3. [External evaluators, scientific coordinator, and project coordinator only] In the case of
pseudonymised data, do you have access to the key to decrypt them?
None of these Consortium partners have access to the key to decrypt pseudonymised data, considering
also that they do not need it to perform their tasks in the context of EXIT Europe.
4. How have you collected, stored, used and deleted the data?
Data were collected by the operational partners during each session of the exit intervention. They were
used to draft notes, report and case studies, after being subject to the pseudonymisation process. All
the data are stored in a central or staff computer(s). All the operational partner but one does not mention
any procedure to safely delete personal data.
5. Have you shared the data amongst colleagues and/or with other Consortium partners and/or with third
parties (e.g. healthcare and social workers, law enforcement agencies, family members)? If yes, under
which circumstances?
In addition to EXIT Europe meetings and internal case conferences, pseudonymised data were
sometimes disseminated during international conferences (in compliance with WP7) and shared with
third parties (e.g. probation services) upon the participant’s agreement.

Describe compliance and proportionality measures of the processing:
1. [Operational partners only] How have you informed the participant about the intended data processing
operations? Please, also describe the methods that you used to guarantee the participant’s consent was
‘informed’, ‘specific’, and ‘freely given’, having special regard whenever minors and special
categories of data are involved. Also specify what has changed after the outbreak of the Covid-19
pandemic and whether there have been cases, where the participant denied or withdrew the consent,
please.
All the operational partners followed the informed consent procedure to inform participants about the
intended data processing operations. In a nutshell, all of them first provided all the information
included in the informed consent form orally, using a language that the participant could easily
understand. Once the mutual understanding trust was achieved, the signature of the form was asked.
All participants (but the ones from Dialogue Citoyens (above)) gave their written consent before the
outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic.
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2. [Operational partners only] Has there been any case, where the participant has refused to give his/her
consent? What about any withdrawal? Please, explain what happened and how you have managed the
situation, having special regard to the data you collected.
No participant (but the ones from Dialogue Citoyens (above)) refused to give his/her consent or has
withdrawn it so far.
3. [External evaluators, scientific coordinator, and project coordinator only] What is the nature of your
relationship with the pseudonymised data subject?
Neither the external evaluators, nor the scientific and project coordinators are in contact with the
pseudonymised data subject. The project coordinator also emphasises that, when it comes to the
Austrian operational partners, its participants might be referred by the Austrian security agency
(above). Nevertheless, it is argued, as soon as the person freely agrees upon the engagement with the
exit intervention, the agency refrains from interfering in the counselling and so respect the professional
relationship between the exit practitioners and the participant as being based on trust and
confidentiality.
4. [Operational partners only] How have you helped to support the participant’s right of access, having
also regard to a possible language barrier?
All the operational partners provide each participant with a clear explanation of his/her rights based
on his/her age and other personal characteristics. One operational partner also resorted to translation
from German into the mother tongue of participants in order to facilitate their comprehension.
5. [Operational partners only] How have you helped to support the participant’s right to rectification?
More specifically, is there a policy or procedure in place to correct data that have already been shared
with partners or to notify partners about updates?
Whilst the majority of operational partners do not follow any procedure to support the participant’s
right to rectification and simply believe that any correction could be made on a case-by-case basis;
one of them asks participants to indicate any rectification by sending an e-mail to a specific address.
6. [Operational partners only] How have you helped to support the participant’s rights to erasure; data
portability; object; restriction of processing; lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority and/or a
judicial body?
Again, the majority of operational partners but one does not follow any specific procedure to this end.
Yet, all the information is provided orally in the first sessions and is written down in the informed
consent form. All of the operational partners stress that no participant has ever exercised his/her rights.
7. [External evaluators, scientific coordinator, and project coordinator only] How do you, together with
the concerned operational partner, help the pseudonymised data subject to exercise his/her rights?
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Both external evaluators and the scientific and project coordinators collaborate with the operational
partners by providing the data subject with access to all the pseudonymised data they have in a
machine-readable format and understandable language; rectifying or deleting the pseudonymised data;
halting the data processing; cooperating with the supervisory authority or the judicial body in case of
complaints. The project coordinator also outlines that her role is to remind operational partners of their
obligation to ensure that participants can effectively exercise their data subject’s rights.
8. [Operational partners only] How have you ensured data minimisation, thereby limiting the data
processing to what was necessary for a successful exit intervention?
All the operational partners maintain that data minimisation is a complex requirement to satisfy,
considering that exit work is a qualitative and open process. Nevertheless, the EXIT Europe
Consortium has developed guiding questions for both the introductory and session reports in order to
minimise the relating risks.
9. [Operational partners only] Are the processed data adequate, up to date, and relevant? Is it necessary
to keep all of the data that is being processed?
Whilst all operational partners agree upon the adequacy and update of data; they indicate the difficulty
in immediately assessing their relevancy. Again, they seek to avoid the aforementioned guiding
questions and delete data, as soon as their insignificance is detected.
10. Do you have a record of all the processing activities? If yes, how do you keep it? Who is in charge?
Five out of the eight Consortium partners keep the record of the processing activity on their servers;
the remaining ones, instead, have nothing to this end.
11. Have you signed up for any new approved code of conduct or certification scheme after the last
questionnaire?
No Consortium partner has signed up to a new code of conduct or certification scheme so far.
12. Has training been given to all staff on good data protection practices after the last questionnaire?
Besides the aforementioned webinar organised by VUB, no operational partner but one has provided
its staff with additional training on data protection.
13. Has the distribution of responsibilities and competences in matters of data processing in your
organisation changed after the last questionnaire and/or the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic?
No Consortium partner indicates any change.
14. Have you held an in-house system allowing you to keep track, for instance, of both authorised and
unauthorised access to personal data? Please, specify whether something has changed in the last year
and/or the outbreak of the Covid-19 outbreak.
No Consortium partner indicates any change.
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15. Which means of internal and external communication have you used? Has the communication been
affected by the Covid-19 pandemic?
No Consortium partner indicates any change. One operational partner and the external evaluators
specify that they started to increasingly use Zoom in order to work remotely and respect the lockdown
measures.
16. If applicable, what measures have you taken to ensure processors comply with your instructions?
Not applicable.
17. [Operational partners only] How have you pseudonymised data?
In order to pseudonymise data, operational partners seem to follow the guidelines provided in D6.1,
Annex II to D1.1, and Chapter 2 of the Training Manual. In doing so, they mostly refer to the
generalisation methodology.
18. [External evaluators, scientific coordinator, and project coordinator only] How are you behaving in
case of inaccurate pseudonymisation? How will the pseudonymisation be corrected/implemented?
Neither the external evaluators, nor the scientific coordinator has a reporting protocol to address
inaccurate pseudonymisation. So far, they have not experienced inaccuracy when reading the case
studies. Yet, if it occurred, they would get in contact with the operational partner to notify the
inaccuracy and ask for their correction.
Given that the external evaluators and the scientific coordinator are responsible for double-checking
the accuracy of pseudonymisation, it is rather unlikely that the project coordinator will note it. Again,
if it occurred, she would get in contact with the operational partner to notify the inaccuracy, ask for
their correction, and later delete the incorrect draft.
19. Is there a risk of a personal data breach? If yes, what preventive measures are in place? Do you have
a “personal data breach response plan” and/or a “reporting protocol”? In case a personal data breach
occurred, please explain how you have managed the situation.
No data breach has ever occurred. Yet, no operational partners but one has a personal data breach
response plan and/or a reporting protocol. One operational partner, however, indicates the re-naming
of exit work as ‘activities safeguarding young people and building social and emotional skills of
tolerance and dialogue/rehabilitation’
20. Do you also plan to transfer data to third countries (i.e. outside the EEA)? If yes, does the non-EEA
country provide adequate protection? If yes, on which legal ground?
No partner plans to transfer data to third countries.
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Describe how to address additional ethical concerns:
1. [Operational partners only] Is there equality in access for potential participants? Please, explain how
people could get access to and be involved in your programme. In addition, please, explain whether
and how this process has changed after the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Generally, no operational partner gives priority or preference; nevertheless, the target of participants
follows the referral procedure within the local community network and thereby can be perceived as
being limited to certain groups of individuals. Whilst the access to the programme has not changed
after the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic; all the operational partners have started working
remotely, meaning that the sessions have been held online or by phone.
2. [Operational partners only] How has the interaction with adult and minor participants differed?
All operational partners agree that minors constitute a vulnerable group and, for this reason, they resort
to a different language and methodological approach when working with them. In this context, one
operational partner refers to the “RAN Derad Declaration of Good Practice”; another one, instead, to
the national deontological code of social work. Finally, exit intervention with minors also involves the
legal representative (below).
3. [Operational partners only] In the case of minors, to what extent has the legal representative been
involved in the intervention? Has the minor been aware of such participation? Please, specify.
All the operation partners who have worked with minors explained that the legal representative had
been required to sign the informed consent form and the minors were aware of their potential
participation. One operational partner has specifically provided family counselling, when needed.
4. [Operational partners only] In the case of adults, have family members been involved in the
intervention? Has the participant agreed? Have the family members become ‘indirect participants’ too,
thereby signing an informed consent form? Please, specify.
No operational partners (but two see above) who have worked with adults have involved family
members.
5. [Operational partners only] In the case of participants who are in prison or under probation, how have
you assessed their free self-commitment? Has their involvement in EXIT Europe been part of their
probation? Has the public prosecutor or any other actor been involved? Please, explain carefully.
All the operational partners who have worked with participants who were in prison or under probation
explained that the participant was informed about the project. In doing so, special emphasis was put
on the fact that its refusal to engage with exit intervention would not affect its prison or probation
prison and they could withdraw their consent at any time, without adverse consequence. Whilst two
operational partners performed exit intervention as part of the probation period; another one did it as
an ancillary activity.
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6. [Operational partners only] In the case of participants who are in prison or under probation, how have
you combined the required multi-agency cooperation with professional secrecy?
All the operation partners who have worked with participants who were in prison or under probation
explained that the participant was informed about professional secrecy and the potential need to
balance it in the context of multi-agency cooperation. One operational partner argues that the public
prosecutor and the law enforcement agency requires an evaluation of the exit intervention, which,
nonetheless, does not contain any personal data and is limited to a general evaluation of the progress
and the serving of the sentence.
7. [Operational partners only] Where has the exit intervention taken place? How have you let the
participant feel comfortable? Please, also specify what has changed before and after the outbreak of
the Covid-19 pandemic.
All operational partners chose neutral settings that could let the participant feel comfortable. Whilst
some operational partners opted for its premises and the school classroom; others also allowed the
participant to go to public places, such as a café. Following the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic,
the majority of operational partners preferred not to interrupt the exit intervention, thereby moving it
to an online setting, such as Zoom.
8. [Operational partners only] Have you ensured gender equality in the relationship between the exit
workers and the participant? Please, explain how and to what extent.
All the operational partners followed the so-called “triangular approach” included in the EXIT Europe
Training Manual and so ensured gender equality. One operational partner also clarified that gender
equality was also guaranteed amongst participants.
9. [Operational partners only] Has the tandem of exit workers explained the implications and limits of
professional secrecy? If yes, how and to what extent?
All the operational partners explained the implications and limits of professional secrecy during the
first sessions in order to establish a trustworthy relationship with the participant. More specifically,
one operational partner clarified that “professional secrecy may and must be breached in case
information turns up which imply serious danger for third parties or for the client him/herself and/or a
serious crime is convincingly announced in the intervention”. According to the same actor, it was also
important to stress that exit workers do not have the right to refuse to witness before the court yet.
10. [Operational partners only] Have there been any discomfort and harm, considering the risk of
flashbacks of traumatic or burdening personal experience? If yes, how have you addressed them?
No participant experienced any discomfort and/or harm. Nevertheless, two operational partners
emphasise that, because they are aware of this risk, exit practitioners usually invite the participant to
share as much as s/he feels comfortable to and communicate any discomfort caused by such
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experience. By doing so, the exit practitioners can guide him/her gradually, as it occurred a couple of
times.
11. Have there been any stigmatisation and/or discrimination deriving from the exit intervention? If yes,
how have you addressed them?
No participant experienced any stigmatisation and/or discrimination. Nevertheless, one operational
partner reports that one participant was inquired about its “reliability” in the far-right extremist
comradeship as the other members felt his distancing. Although no negative consequence has followed
since then, the operational partner stresses the need for the participant to move and get a secret living.
12. [Operational partners only] To what extent has the participant’s freedom of expression been respected?
In other words, how have you understood when the extremist speech is (even potentially) so harmful,
and its worth so reduced, that it should have been lawfully restricted?
All the operational partners ground their exit intervention on freedom of expression. One of them
explains that this chance derives from the relationship based on trust, confidentiality, and
voluntariness. See also the lesson learnt (above) from Dialogue Citoyens.
13. Has the local exit programme been acceptable in the eyes of society? How have you built such
acceptability?
The social acceptability of the local exit programme varies in the countries of the operational partners.
Nevertheless, three out of five operational partners report that they put effort into dissemination
activities and networking in order to engage with relevant stakeholders and public opinion and so
“educate” them about what counts as exit intervention. As regards Dialogue Citoyens see above.
The external evaluators refrain from proving an answer to this question, as they do not have sufficient
knowledge of the local context. The project and scientific coordinators similarly believe that social
acceptability depends on the awareness and sensibilisation within the national society that they do not
know in detail. Yet, the project coordinator argues that the introduction of the exit programme in
Austria in 2020 was not subject to criticism and was welcomed by both relevant stakeholders and
public opinion. Nevertheless, its effectiveness has been later challenged following the terrorist attack
that occurred in Vienna on 2nd November 2020. Although the terrorist offender had not been part of
the Austrian exit programme and thus of EXIT Europe, this attack was the first one Austria has
witnessed in decades and, consequently, caused such an emotional shock in society that could put into
question the overall impact of these programmes. The positive evaluation of the EXIT Europe project
in the long term is therefore fundamental to re-build the social acceptability of exit intervention.
14. [External evaluators, scientific coordinator and project coordinator only] To what extent has the
Covid-19 pandemic affected your work, especially with regard to the respect of data protection?
The external evaluators, the scientific coordinator, and the project coordinator do not indicate any
relevant change other than the online setting, the social distancing, and the increasing use of Zoom,
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GoToMeeting and e-mails. Yet, as they do not process raw data, they do not see a higher risk for
participants arising from their activities.

4.2.2 Monitoring of the risks related to data protection and other responses: lessons learnt and
further recommendations
This subsection mostly draws from the answers received from the Consortium partners (Subsection 4.2.1). We
will seek to summarise the lesson learnt through the answers provided to the questionnaires, building on the
risks to the legal and ethical, which EXIT Europe poses, in mind. These risks were originally identified in
D6.3. In addition to the lessons learnt, we will provide final recommendations, considering that the majority
of the Consortium partners plan to perform exit intervention after the end of the EXIT Europe project.
4.2.2.1 Data protection
Missing or inadequate legal ground of data processing
All the participants whose personal data have been used to draft the case studies freely gave their informed
consent. All this was possible thanks to the informed consent procedure that each operational partner followed
during the first session of each exit intervention.
In this context, we can also identify as good practice that, in the very few cases of refusal or withdrawal of the
participant’s consent, the Consortium partners deleted all the personal data that had been collected so far.
Lack of fairness and transparency of processing, so that participants do not know what information has been
collected about them, the purpose of its usage, who can access and use it, how to gain access to information
collected about them, and how to control who has access to it
Again, the informed consent procedure that was implemented by all the Consortium partners allowed
participants to fully understand the scope and purpose of the data processing concerning them.
Participants cannot exercise their rights because they do not understand their rights and do not know how to
exercise them if they wish to do so
Again, the informed consent procedure that was implemented by all the Consortium partners allowed
participants to fully comprehend their data subject’s rights and how to exercise them.
Purpose limitation is not respected, whenever the data processing is carried out for purposes that exceed EXIT
Europe
The majority of operational partners plan to continue the exit intervention with certain participants after the
end of the EXIT Europe project. Although they justify their choice as being an instance of social responsibility,
this decision still goes beyond the original purpose of the EXIT Europe project. As a result, Consortium
partners must inform their participants about the change of purpose. It is also recommended to let them sign
another informed consent form. Yet, Consortium partners have already shown their willingness to this end.
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Data minimisation is not ensured
We acknowledge that the respect and fulfilment of the data minimisation principle are complicated when
performing exit intervention. Operational partners adopt a tailor-made approach and will need different
personal data, given that each participant has a different background and his/her intervention will diverge. As
compared to our findings in D6.3, however, we identify increasing mitigation of this risk. Precisely, the EXIT
Europe Consortium has provided the operational partners with guiding questions for both the introductory and
session reports. By following them, they should be able to foresee the personal data they will need to perform
a successful exit intervention.
Personal data are retained for longer than necessary, especially for organisational reasons
Although no operational partner is likely to retain personal data for longer than necessary, their decision to
continue performing exit intervention with certain participants after the end of the EXIT Europe project could
pose this risk. Again, we recommend operational partners informing their participants about the change of
purpose, letting them sign another informed consent form, and processing their personal data following this
new legal basis.
Collected data are not accurate and, where required, up-to-date for the purposes of EXIT Europe
The answers provided by operational partners indicate that the personal data are accurate and up-to-date,
considering that all the information is directly collected by participants during exit intervention and they can
exercise their right to access and rectification upon request.
Security of personal data is not ensured effectively
Although no data breach has occurred so far, Consortium partners did not improve their technical and
organisational measures to protect storage, transmission, and access of information, as was advised in D6.3.
In particular, the lack of encryption techniques to communicate by e-mail must be solved.
Lack of preventive measures and/or reporting protocols to efficiently react to personal data breaches
Again, although no data breach has occurred so far, Consortium partners did not develop effective preventive
measures and/or reporting protocols.
Chance to re-identify participants from report sessions and case studies due to inadequate pseudonymisation
The answers provided by the operational partners demonstrate that they master pseudonymisation techniques.
Besides, at the time of writing this deliverable, the external evaluators and the scientific coordinator are doublechecking the accuracy of pseudonymisation without indicating any imprecision.
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4.2.2 Ethics and Social acceptability
Participants’ freedom of expression is not fulfilled
Because operational partners perform exit interventions based on a relationship of trust and confidentiality, we
recognise that the participant’s freedom of expression is respected and fulfilled. Moreover, when one
operational partner had acknowledged having adopted a restrictive approach, they performed further exit
intervention based on this lesson learnt.
Potential participants might feel excluded
Because no operational partner gives priority or preference to a certain group of individuals and the referral
procedure within the local community network does not seem to target specific people, it is unlikely that
potential participants might feel excluded.
Participants are uncomfortable during the exit intervention
Operational partners demonstrated to do everything possible to let participants feel comfortable during the exit
intervention. By also following the Training Manual, they sometimes even allow the participant to choose the
setting; otherwise, they opt for the most neutral one, start each session with small talks and even offer a cup of
coffee to break the ice.
Stigmatisation and discrimination deriving from the involvement in the project
Although no participant has experienced any stigmatisation and/or discrimination so far, operational partners
have not developed any measures able to address this risk. This is a fundamental gap to fill.
Minors are not considered vulnerable and thereby in need of special treatment
Operational partners have shown awareness of the minors’ vulnerable conditions. For example, they provided
a specific informed consent form and family counselling. Nevertheless, there is some uncertainty, when it
comes to the legal representative’s signature of the informed consent form. Operational partners must not
refrain from obtaining it, when the legal basis for processing is the data subject’s consent.
Participants who are in prison or under probation are not self-committed
The engagement with exit intervention is voluntary and does not affect the detention or probation period.
Besides, operational partners make it clear that the relationship is based on trust and confidentiality, so that
the participant is fully aware that no personal data are shared with third parties. This best practice should be
further pursued.
Lack of professional secrecy, with special regard to the multi-agency cooperation
When it comes to professional secrecy, all the operational partners have been trained from both a legal and an
ethical perspective. This is evident in the case of the Training Manual or the webinar on data protection and
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exit work (above). Moreover, the relationship between Neustart and the Austrian Ministry has been clarified
and positively evaluated. Yet, given the complexity of the issue, further training is advisable.
Abuse of the principle of necessity and proportionality during the project, with special regard to privacy and
freedom of expression
The long-established experience in the field of exit work of some operational partners and the inclusion of
WP6 on data protection continue to minimise this risk.
Social resistance, as the possible rejection of the project by (part of) society
Although all the operational partners agree upon the social acceptability of the local exit intervention, there
has been some social resistance across some countries. Nevertheless, we observe that this social resistance
goes hand in hand with the lack of building social awareness of the exit programme. As a result, we recommend
engaging with relevant stakeholders and the public opinion to this end.

5 Conclusions
The EXIT Europe project seeks to develop local exit programmes in five Member States of the European
Union, by adopting a multi-agency approach. For this purpose, operational partners are required to establish a
local community network; to liaise and exchange with security and law enforcement agencies; to collaborate
with health and social services; to involve formative evaluators; and to disseminate their findings. As a result,
their activities might give rise to legal and ethical concerns that were identified in D6.1 and assessed in D6.3.
Against this background, this Deliverable is the result of the EXIT Europe legal and ethical monitoring and
enshrines the final review. In a nutshell, Consortium partners should continue mapping, evaluating, and
mitigating the risks arising from the performance of the exit intervention upon participants. This is particularly
evident in the case of data security and the development of measures to respond to data breaches. Furthermore,
operational partners should remind to promote the social acceptability of their work and continue their exit
intervention on the condition that they explain the change of purpose of the data processing and provide their
participants with another informed consent form.
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Annex I
Preliminary Questions to the Impact Assessment & Monitoring of EXIT
EUROPE against the ARTES Requirements provided to the operational
partners Dialogues Citoyens and Neustart
Introduction
As Consortium partner, you are kindly asked to answer the following questionnaire related
to your compliance with the legal and ethical framework, which is relevant to the EXIT
Europe Project, as enshrined in Deliverable 6.1.
Specifically, the questionnaire seeks to gather insights on how your organisation complies
with some of the main data protection provisions stemming from the General Data Protection
Regulation No. 2016/679/EU (hereinafter: GDPR). Other questions, instead, complete the
legal dimension and flow from ethical and social acceptability considerations.
Because your organisation joined the EXIT Europe Consortium after the performance of
the impact assessment (Deliverable 6.3)9, this questionnaire will be grounded on the one that
was used to conduct the impact assessment and will be supplemented with new risks that the
Consortium is facing due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
In conclusion, your answers will be one of the starting points to develop the ‘Legal and
Ethics Review’, as expected output of Deliverable 6.4.

9

On the one hand, EXIT Europe Work Package 6 requires the undertaking of an impact assessment on the social concerns
(i.e. right to privacy and data protection, freedom of expression, ethics, and social acceptance) affected by the project
execution. Generally speaking, such a process is meant to analyse the possible effects of an initiative on relevant social
concerns, acknowledge that the initiative could constitute a danger to these concerns, and support the informed decisionmaking as to the conditions in which this initiative is to be deployed. In the case of violent extremism, then, the main
concern is to guarantee the fundamental rights and freedoms of participants, while likewise recognising the collective
need to guide some opinions and acts into legal modes of operation within the framework of democracy. Consequently,
the expected impact assessment seeks to accommodate and balance competing interests, such as the participant’s right to
data protection and freedom of expression versus the general clause of public order and the ethical principle of
professional secrecy.
On the other hand, designed to serve as a demonstration of accountability and compliance with the existing legal
framework, the Data Protection Impact Assessment is provided by Article 35 GDPR, whenever the processing of personal
data “is likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons”. As a result, in the context of EXIT
Europe, its compulsory nature derives from the processing of special categories of data and/or personal data relating to
criminal convictions and offences (Article 35.3 GDPR), given their link and impact on the participant’s exercise of
fundamental rights and freedoms and/or daily life. Likewise, the high risk can be also found in the vulnerable nature of
some participants, being occasionally minors, as well as individuals in prison or under probation, and thereby in an
unbalanced relationship with the data controller (i.e. the EXIT Europe Consortium as represented by the team of exit
workers).
For further information see Deliverable 6.3.
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How to Answer the Questionnaire
When answering the questions below you should imagine yourself as being in control of
all the data processing activities pertaining to the exit work, as well as in charge of any
organisational decision relating to the intervention.
Your answers should be provided in simple language, so that readers that are not familiar
with your activity will be able to understand. Nevertheless, answers can also include sectorspecific and technical terms in order to attain a satisfactory level of exhaustiveness; in such
case, please try to explain this terminology in plain terms.
Please, provide responses as detailed as possible and avoid yes/no answers, unless required.

Questionnaire
Preliminary questions
Please, explain, in simple words, what is the role you play in the flow of personal data of
participants within the EXIT Europe project.

Describe the scope of the processing of personal data:
1. What is the nature of the data? In other words, which kind of personal information do
you process10?

2. Does it include special category or criminal offence data11?

According to Article 4(1) GDPR, “‘personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable
natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in
particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to
one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that
natural person”.
11
According to Article 9.1 GDPR, special categories of personal data include: racial and ethnic origin, political
opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union memberships, genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of
uniquely identifying a natural person, data concerning health, sex life and sexual orientation.
10
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3. Could disclosure of this information put the person in danger? Has it occurred?

4. Is the data to be collected to be used only for the specified purpose of EXIT Europe?
Or will the collected data be used for anything other than the specified purpose? Please
also explain such purpose(s) and, more generally, what you want to achieve.

5. Do you plan to continue any exit intervention after the end of EXIT Europe? If yes,
how do you plan to let participants understand that this will occur outside the scope of
EXIT Europe?

6. How much data are you be collecting and using?

7. How often do you collect data and how long will you keep those data?

Describe the context of the processing:
8. What is the nature of your relationship with the participants?
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9. How much control of their data do participants have? E.g. Can they read your casestudies and your notes? Do you grant them access to their data to check their accuracy?

10. Do participants expect you to use their data in this way?

11. How many participants do you expect to involve in the exit intervention?

12. Do participants include children or other vulnerable groups? Please, specify.

13. What geographical area does the collection of data cover?

14. Are there prior concerns over this type of processing or security flaws?

15. Are there any current issues of public concern that you should factor in?

16. What is the current state of technology in the area of exit work? In other words, do you
resort to any technological means while processing the data?
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Describe the processing of personal data:
1. Do you carry out the processing operations by yourself? Of do you make use of the
services of a processor, such as a sub-contractor, that will do it (wholly or partially)
for you12?

2. What is the source of the data? In other words, do you directly obtain all the
information from the participant? If not, please specify.

3. How do you collect, store, use, and delete the data?

4. Do you share the data amongst colleagues and/or with other Consortium partners,
and/or with third parties (e.g., healthcare and social workers, law enforcement
agencies, family members)? If yes, under which circumstances?

Describe compliance and proportionality measures of the processing:

12

Following the relating definition provided by Article 4(8) GDPR, a processor is a natural or legal person, public
authority, agency or other body that processes personal data on your behalf.
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1. How do you inform the participant about the intended data processing operations? In
other words, how do you present the informed consent form, as well as the legal and
ethical framework applicable to EXIT Europe? And, please, describe the methods that
you use to guarantee the participant’s consent was ‘informed’, ‘specific’ and ‘freely
given’, having special regard whenever minors and special categories of data are
involved. Also specify what has changed after the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic
and whether there have been cases when the consent was denied or withdrawn, please.

2. How do you help support the participant’s right of access, having also regard to a
possible language barrier13?

3. How do you help support the participant’s right to rectification? More specifically, is
there a policy or procedure in place to correct data that have already been shared with
partners or to notify partners about updates?

4. How do you help support the participant’s rights to erasure; data portability; object;
restriction of processing; lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority and/or a
judicial body?

According to Article 15 GDPR, every data subject (i.e. the participant) has the right to “obtain from the controller
confirmation as to whether or not personal data concerning him or her are being processed, and where that is the case,
access to the personal data and” to information, such as processing purposes, categories of data concerned, recipients
or categories of recipients to whom the data are disclosed, period for which the data is intended to be stored, or, if not
possible, the criteria used to determine that period, any available information about the source of the data undergoing
processing if the data are not collected from the data subject.
13
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5. How do you ensure data minimisation14, thereby limiting the data processing to what
was necessary for a successful exit intervention?

6. Are the processed data adequate, up to date and relevant? Is it necessary to keep all of
the data that is being processed?

7. Do you have a record of all the processing activities? If yes, how do you keep it? Who
is in charge?

8. Are you signed up to any approved code of conduct or certification scheme? Please,
specify.

9. Is training given to all staff on good data protection practices?

10. Is there a clear distribution of responsibilities and a clear outline of competences in
matters of data processing in your organisation? For instance, is there a designated data
protection officer? Please, specify also whether something has changed in the last year
and/or the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic.

According to Article 5.1(c), data minimization involves that personal data shall be “adequate, relevant and limited to
what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed”.
14
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11. Do you hold an in-house system allowing to keep track, for instance logs, of both
authorised and unauthorised access to personal data? Please, specify.

12. Which means of internal and external communication do you use? In case of e-mails,
are they encrypted? If yes, what kind of encryption is used?

13. If applicable, what measures do you take to ensure processors comply with your
instructions?

14. How do you pseudonymised data?

15. Is there a risk of a personal data breach? If yes, what preventive measures are in place?
Do you have a “personal data breach response plan” and/or a “reporting protocol”15?
In case a personal data breach occurred, please explained how you have managed the
situation.

According to Article 4(12) GDPR, personal data breach means “a breach of security leading to the accidental or
unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access to, personal data transmitted, stored or
otherwise processed”.
15
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16. Do you also plan to transfer data to third countries (i.e., outside the EEA)? If yes, does
the non-EEA country provide adequate protection? If yes, on which legal ground16?

Describe how to address additional ethical concerns:
1. Is there equality in access for potential participants? Please, explain how get can get
access to and be involved in the program. In addition, please, explain whether and how
this process has changed after the outbreak of the Covid-10 pandemic.

2. How does the interaction with adult and minor participants differ?

3. In the case of minors, to what extent is the legal representative involved in the
intervention? Has the minor been aware of such participation? Please, specify.

4. In the case of adults, have family members been involved in the intervention? Has the
participant agreed? Have the family members become ‘indirect participants’ too,
thereby signing an informed consent form? Please, specify.

16

This includes the use of cloud services or of services provided by companies based outside the EEA.
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5. In the case of participants who are in prison or under probation, how do you assess
their free self-commitment? Has their involvement in EXIT Europe part of their
probation? Has the public prosecutor or any other actor been involved? Please, explain
carefully.

6. In the case of participants who are in prison or under probation, how do you combine
the required multi-agency cooperation with professional secrecy?

7. Where does the exit intervention take place? How is it meant to let the participant feel
comfortable? Please, specify what has changed after the outbreak of the Covid-19
pandemic.

8. Do you ensure gender equality in the relationship between the exit workers and the
participant? Please, explain how and to what extent.

9. On which grounds is the participant entrusted to the tandem of exit workers? Is such
attribution changeable?

10. Does the tandem of exit workers explain the implications and limits of professional
secrecy? If yes, how and to what extent?
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11. How do you address possible discomfort and harm, considering the risk of flashbacks
of traumatic or burdening personal experience? Please, also explain any episode that
has occurred.

12. How do you address possible stigmatisation and discrimination deriving for the exit
intervention? Please, also explain any episode that has occurred.

13. To what extent is the participant’s freedom of expression respected? In other words,
how do you understand when the extremist speech is (even potentially) so harmful,
and its worth so reduced, that it should be lawfully restricted?

14. Who will benefit from the exit intervention?

15. Is the local exit program acceptable in the eyes of society? How have you built such
acceptability?
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16. Does the local exit program have a dual use17? Please, explain to what extent.

17

Dual-use is generally defined as anything having more than one use and most frequently, as any item that can be used
for both benevolent and harmful aims. In the context of the European Union, dual use items involve both civilian and
military applications.
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Annex II

Preliminary Questions to the Legal and Ethical Monitoring and Review
of EXIT EUROPE against the ARTES Requirements provided to the
operational partners Fondazione Benvenuti in Italia and Mládež Ulice
Introduction
As Consortium partner, you are kindly asked to answer the following questionnaire related
to your compliance with the legal and ethical framework, which is relevant to the EXIT
Europe Project, as enshrined in Deliverable 6.1.
Specifically, the questionnaire seeks to gather insights on how your organisation complies
with some of the main data protection provisions stemming from the General Data Protection
Regulation No. 2016/679/EU (hereinafter: GDPR). Other fundamental elements complete the
legal dimension and flow from ethical and social acceptability considerations.
The reason why you received this questionnaire is because one year is almost passed after
the performance of the Impact Assessment. As a result, both the monitoring activity and the
review of EXIT Europe must be carried out, in order to understand whether the
recommendations developed in Deliverable 6.3 have been sufficiently implemented, as well
as to assess whether the project has changed and new risks have arisen, especially in light of
the Covid-19 pandemic.
In conclusion, your answers will be one of the starting points to develop the ‘Legal and
Ethics Review’, as expected output of Deliverable 6.4.

How to Answer the Questionnaire
When answering the questions below you should imagine yourself as being in control of
all the data processing activities pertaining to the exit work, as well as in charge of any
organisational decision relating to the intervention. Because D.6.4 will focus on the legal,
ethical and social concerns included in D.6.1 (as deriving from the ARTES requirements),
please elaborate your answers having them in mind.
Your answers should be provided in simple language, so that readers that are not familiar
with your activity will be able to understand. Nevertheless, answers can also include sector-
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specific and technical terms in order to attain a satisfactory level of exhaustiveness; in such
case, please try to explain this terminology in plain terms.
Please, provide responses as detailed as possible and avoid yes/no answers, unless required.

Questionnaire
Describe the scope of the processing of personal data:
17. Which kind of personal information have you processed so far18?

18. Does it include special category or criminal offence data19?

19. Could disclosure of this information put the person in danger? Has it occurred?

20. Is the data to be collected to be used only for a specified purpose? Or will the collected
data be used for anything other than the specified purpose?

21. Do you plan to continue any exit intervention after the end of EXIT Europe? If yes,
how do you plan to let participants understand that this will occur outside the scope of
EXIT Europe?
According to Article 4(1) GDPR, “‘personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or
identifiable natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly
or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location
data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental,
economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person”.
18

19

According to Article 9.1 GDPR, special categories of personal data include: racial and ethnic origin, political opinions,
religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union memberships, genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquely
identifying a natural person, data concerning health, sex life and sexual orientation.
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22. How much data have you be collected and used? How often have you collected data?

23. How long will you keep those data?

Describe the context of the processing:
24. How much control of their data have you given to participants? E.g., Have they read
your case-studies, notes? Have you granted them access to their data to check their
accuracy?

25. Were participants expecting you to use their data in this way?

26. How many participants have been involved in your exit intervention?

27. Do participants include children or other vulnerable groups? Please, specify.
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28. What geographical area does the collection of data cover?

29. Have there been any security flaws?

30. Have you used any technological means, while processing the data?

Describe the processing of personal data:
5. Have you carried out the processing operations by yourself? Of have you made use of
the services of a processor, such as a sub-contractor20?

6. What is the source of the data?

7. How have you collected, stored, used and deleted the data?

20

Following the relating definition provided by Article 4(8) GDPR, a processor is a natural or legal person, public
authority, agency or other body that processes personal data on your behalf.
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8. Have you shared the data amongst colleagues and/or with other Consortium partners
and/or with third parties (e.g., healthcare and social workers, law enforcement
agencies, family members)? If yes, under which circumstances?

Describe compliance and proportionality measures of the processing:
17. How have you informed the participant about the intended data processing operations?
In other words, how have you presented the informed consent form, as well as the legal
and ethical framework applicable to EXIT Europe? And, please, describe the methods
that you used to guarantee the participant’s consent was ‘informed’, ‘specific’ and
‘freely given’, having a special regard whenever minors and special categories of data
are involved. Also specify what has changed after the outbreak of the Covid-19
pandemic and whether there have been cases, where the participant denied or withdrew
the consent, please.

18. Has there been any case, where the participant refused to give her consent? What about
any withdrawal? Please, explain what has happened and how you have managed the
situation, having special regard to the data you collected.
19. How have you helped to support the participant’s right of access, having also regard
to a possible language barrier21?

According to Article 15 GDPR, every data subject (i.e. the participant) has the right to “obtain from the controller
confirmation as to whether or not personal data concerning him or her are being processed, and where that is the case,
access to the personal data and” to information, such as processing purposes, categories of data concerned, recipients
or categories of recipients to whom the data are disclosed, period for which the data is intended to be stored, or, if not
possible, the criteria used to determine that period, any available information about the source of the data undergoing
processing if the data are not collected from the data subject.
21
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20. How have you helped to support the participant’s right to rectification? More
specifically, is there a policy or procedure in place to correct data that have already
been shared with partners or to notify partners about updates?

21. How have you helped support the participant’s rights to erasure; data portability;
object; restriction of processing; lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority and/or
a judicial body?

22. How have you ensured data minimisation22, thereby limiting the data processing to
what was necessary for a successful exit intervention?

23. Are the processed data adequate, up to date and relevant? Is it necessary to keep all of
the data that is being processed?

24. Do you have a record of all the processing activities? If yes, how do you keep it? Who
is in charge?

25. Have you signed up to any new approved code of conduct or certification scheme after
the last questionnaire? Please, specify.
According to Article 5.1(c), data minimization involves that personal data shall be “adequate, relevant and limited to
what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed”.
22
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26. Has training been given to all staff on good data protection practices after the last
questionnaire?

27. Has the distribution of responsibilities and competences in matters of data processing
in your organisation changed after the last questionnaire and/or the outbreak of the
Covid-19 pandemic?

28. Have you held an in-house system allowing to keep track, for instance logs, of both
authorised and unauthorised access to personal data? Please, specify whether
something has changed in the last year and/or the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic.

29. Which means of internal and external communication have you used? Has the
communication been affected by the Covid-19 pandemic?

30. If applicable, what measures have you taken to ensure processors comply with your
instructions?

31. How have you pseudonymised data?
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32. Is there a risk of a personal data breach? If yes, what preventive measures are in place?
Do you have a “personal data breach response plan” and/or a “reporting protocol”23?
In case a personal data breach occurred, please explained how you have managed the
situation.

33. Do you also plan to transfer data to third countries (i.e., outside the EEA)? If yes, does
the non-EEA country provide adequate protection? If yes, on which legal ground 24?

Describe how to address additional ethical concerns:
17. Is there equality in access for potential participants? Please, explain how people could
get access to and be involved in your program. In addition, please, explain whether
and how this process has changed after the outbreak of the Covid-10 pandemic.

18. How has the interaction with adult and minor participants differed?

According to Article 4(12) GDPR, personal data breach means “a breach of security leading to the accidental or
unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access to, personal data transmitted, stored or
otherwise processed”.
24
This includes the use of cloud services or of services provided by companies based outside the EEA.
23
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19. In the case of minors, to what extent has the legal representative been involved in the
intervention? Has the minor been aware of such participation? Please, specify.

20. In the case of adults, have family members been involved in the intervention? Has the
participant agreed? Have the family members become ‘indirect participants’ too,
thereby signing an informed consent form? Please, specify.

21. In the case of participants who are in prison or under probation, how have you assessed
their free self-commitment? Has their involvement in EXIT Europe part of their
probation? Has the public prosecutor or any other actor been involved? Please, explain
carefully.

22. In the case of participants who are in prison or under probation, how have you
combined the required multi-agency cooperation with professional secrecy?

23. Where has the exit intervention taken place? How have you let the participant feel
comfortable? Please, also specify what has changed before and after the outbreak of
the Covid-19 pandemic.
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24. Have you ensured gender equality in the relationship between the exit workers and the
participant? Please, explain how and to what extent.

25. Has the tandem of exit workers explained the implications and limits of professional
secrecy? If yes, how and to what extent?

26. Have there been any discomfort and harm, considering the risk of flashbacks of
traumatic or burdening personal experience? If yes, how have you addressed them?

27. Have there been any stigmatisation and/or discrimination deriving for the exit
intervention? If yes, how have you addressed them?

28. To what extent has the participant’s freedom of expression been respected? In other
words, how have you understood when the extremist speech is (even potentially) so
harmful, and its worth so reduced, that it should have been lawfully restricted?

29. Has the local exit program been acceptable in the eyes of society? How have you built
such acceptability?
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Annex III

Preliminary Questions to the Impact Assessment in EXIT EUROPE
against the ARTES Requirements provided to the Project Coordinator,
Bundesministerium für Inneres, the Scientific Coordinator, Cultures
Interactive e.V., subcontracted for this project by Bundesministerium
für Inneres, and the External Evaluators, Österreichisches Institut für
Internationale Politik
Introduction
As Consortium partner, you are kindly asked to answer the following questionnaire related
to your compliance with the legal and ethical framework, which is relevant to the EXIT
Europe Project, as enshrined in Deliverable 6.1.
Specifically, the questionnaire seeks to gather insights on how your organisation complies
with some of the main data protection provisions stemming from the General Data Protection
Regulation No. 2016/679/EU (hereinafter: GDPR). Other fundamental elements complete the
legal dimension and flow from ethical and social acceptability considerations.
The reason why you received this questionnaire is because one year is almost passed after
the performance of the Impact Assessment. As a result, both the monitoring activity and the
review of EXIT Europe must be carried out, in order to understand whether the
recommendations developed in Deliverable 6.3 have been sufficiently implemented, as well
as to assess whether the project has changed and new risks have arisen, especially in light of
the Covid-19 pandemic.
In conclusion, your answers will be one of the starting points to develop the ‘Legal and
Ethics Review’, as expected output of Deliverable 6.4.

How to Answer the Questionnaire
When answering the questions below you should imagine yourself as being in control of
all the data processing activities pertaining to the evaluation of the exit work, as well as in
charge of any organisational decision relating to the project.
Your answers should be provided in simple language, so that readers that are not familiar
with your activity will be able to understand. Nevertheless, answers can also include sector-
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specific and technical terms in order to attain a satisfactory level of exhaustiveness; in such
case, please try to explain this terminology in plain terms.
Please, provide responses as detailed as possible and avoid yes/no answers, unless required.

Questionnaire
1. What is the nature of the data? In other words, which kind of information are you
processing? Are they raw or pseudonymised data?

2. What is the source of these data? How are they transferred to you?

3. In case of pseudonymised data, do you have access to the key able to decrypt them?

4. How are you behaving in case of inaccurate pseudonymisation? Do you have a
reporting

protocol,

for

instance?

How

will

the

pseudonymisation

be

corrected/implemented?
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5. What is the nature of your relationship with the pseudonymised data subject?

6. How do you, together with the concerned operational partner, help the pseudonymised
data subject to exercise his/her rights25?

7. Do you have a record of all the processing activities? If yes, how do you keep it?

8. Which means of internal and external communication are you using?

Based on the Chaper III of the GDPR, the data subject’s rights are the following: right of access; to rectification;
erasure; data portability; object; restriction of processing; lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority and/or a judicial
body.
25
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9. To what extent has the Covid-19 pandemic affected your work, especially with regard
to the respect of data protection?

10. Are the local exit programs you evaluate/coordinate acceptable in the eyes of society?
How have you built such acceptability?
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